
 Good News for the Haven  

Last week saw the end of our big give campaign    
Christmas campaign that was live from the 
30th November. I am absolutely delighted to share that 
– thanks to our pledgers… i.e. YOU!! – we were able to 
absolutely smash our challenge target. So in the week 
long period that the campaign was live, we raised 

a staggering £8,150!! This was only possible thanks to you supporting with your pledge – honestly thank you so 
much!   
Every penny raised will make huge differences to the women and children at The Haven over the festive period and 
into 2021. This project was all about making our refuges feel a little more like home – many of those we support 
often flee abusive homes at a moment’s notice and often with nothing. Therefore arriving to a refuge that is 
equipped with all the little essentials is vital for women choosing to stay where they can be safe. We are SO       
grateful!  
So, what’s next? You pledged an amazing amount of £200. (which thanks to this campaign has become £800. As 
soon as it is all received we will of course send you an official thank you letter and receipt – giving you a bit more 
detail into the true, positive impact your support has had and will have over Christmas.  and of course all of your 
previous ongoing care for those we support too.  
If you have any questions please do let me know – and THANK YOU so much again. Best wishes  Hayley 

My pleasure and privilege to serve as the Rotary           
Foundation cadre technical advisor on an $114,000         
project to construct a new school at Adadease Junction, 
Ghana in partnership with several clubs across the USA 

and the   Rotary club of Sunyani Central.                                                   
The school was handed over to the Education Office on 
17th. December and the pupils will start in the new term, 
January 2022.                                                 
Another great project made possible by the Rotary      
Foundation and a large number of clubs working together. 
President Richard 

                     Brian  Fellows.                  

Brian's cousin, Mrs Dot Fellows has made a donation of 
£50 to the club in memory of Brian and has agreed with 
my suggestion that we can use it towards the cost of 
staging the Wolverhampton area round of the Rotary 
Young Musicians competition, which is due to take 
place at the Wolverhamptn Music School on Sunday, 
February 13th 2022. Costs are incurred for trophies and             
adjudicators' fees.                                        
Brian served for many years as a steward at this event 
and was a keen supported of youth activities generally. 
I have now received the message below from Brian's 
niece. The club was represented at the funeral by                  
myself,     Sylvia and Derek Morgan, Richard Horrell and 
Robin Tyler-Morris,                                             
President Richard.  

 Young Musicians Competition (Geoff will be adding 
this to the official diary)- Sunday, Feb 22nd 2022,   
Wolverhampton Music School. (Time is to be           
confirmed, depending on how many entrants we 
have.)  

             Column Fillers 
 I don’t believe  that one grows older. I think that what 
happens early on in life is  that at a certain age one 
stands still and stagnates. T S Elliot.    

People are always blaming their circumstances for 
what  they  are . I don’t  believe in circumstances . The 
people who get  on  in this world are the  people  who 
look for the circumstances  they want, and if they can’t 
find them , make them. George Bernard Shaw   



A thought for the  Future.  Some 5 years ago we had a reality check regarding the 

future of the club, indeed its very survival. After much careful thought we embraced the idea of change and  
the result is a vibrant and expanding club ( notwithstanding Covid!). I have  been thinking about another   
problem which needs addressing and wondered what your views are. Many, indeed  most, of the club officers 
and committee chairs are in the age range 75 to 85 and are doing a sterling job. It must  be fairly  obvious that 
this  is not a sustainable position long term. What preparations should we make if any or will we allow        
ourselves to slide into a future where we cannot staff these vital positions? If you  have  any views on this    
issue perhaps  you will let me  know and I  will put them in   next months HUB.          ED. 


